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Abstract: Our mission in the city is to decrease the crime and increase the trust about the police by the online crime 

reporting system to engage public, The NGOs, government and police agencies should be proactive and responsive to 

combat with the criminals and crime. The aim of the artificial intelligence (AI) is to realization the dialogue between 

human beings and machines. In the present years the structure of the dialogue are called interactive conversational system 

this system is faster in developing the area in AI. The dialogue system has been used by many companies for establishing 

virtual personal assistants of various kinds based on their application and areas, for such as Amazon Alexa, Google 

Assistant, Microsoft’s Cortana ,Apple’s Siri, and Facebook’s M. In this proposal we have used multi-modal dialogue 

system with to are more combined user input modes such as image recognition speech recognition. The smart virtual 

assistance plays a vital role for launching the FIR with speech to the text conversion after analyzing the compliant apply 

appropriate laws with the unique identification (UID) for serious offense. As well as we are also providing online web 

application for registration non-serious offense complaint. For the communication between police and public which 

improve usage of time for solving crime by this not lot time is wasted to speak with police. 

 

Keywords: Law text classification, semi supervised learning, World association mining, Sentimental Analysis, Neural  

Network 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Now-a-days, more users are willing to hold out online legal advice, legal case handling and other services within the 

media, which attempt to make several varieties of legal service patterns. The way to find useful information quickly and 

accurately from legal cases description becomes vital for text classification. Text type can help users to successfully 

accommodate and profit of useful facts hidden in huge-scale documents. Hence, an intelligent online legal consulting 

platform is critical that may automatically recognize and assign predefined criminal labels. In, a unified framework is 

proposed to expand short texts supported word embedding clustering and CNNs. During this paper we argue that law 

professionals would greatly like the kind of automation provided by deep learning. This is often particularly the case of 

legal research, more specifically the preparation a legal practitioner needs to undertake before initiating or defending a 

case. The employment of semi-supervised CNNs which directly learns text region embedding of unlabeled data, then puts 

it into a supervised CNN. At first, it must reduce the scale of vocabulary. Because it's not necessary to use all the train 

text to achieve good text classification performance, which keeping many input text requires much resource. In next place, 

it puts pre-processing input text into a simple model that includes top layer and convolution layers. The output of simple 

module regard as CNNs input. 

 

II.REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

[1], This paper shows that the CNN architecture has been evaluated of rely available large-scale data sets that is the 

Chinese legal case description. we are able to show that semi supervised CNNs with tv embeddings for text categorization 

improves performance compared with the standard neural networks. Thankful to the limited space, this paper considered 

the law text classification, therefore we'll extend the system so it's able to other applications, such as, traffic rules, film 

review, etc. Furthermore, the concept of the look proposed during this paper could even be enlightening.  

Predicting judicial decisions of the ecu Court of Human Rights: a linguistic communication Processing perspective [2], 

This paper presents the first systematic which take a glance at on predicting the end result of instances attempted by 

means of the Court of Human Rights based entirely on text. We formulate a binary type assignment where the input of 

our classifiers is that the textual content extracted from a case and therefore the goal output is the actual judgment on 

whether there has been a violation of an article of the convention of human rights. Textual data represented the utilization 

of contiguous phrase sequences, i.e., N-grams, and topics. Our fashions can predict the courtroom's choices with a 

powerful accuracy 79%.  

Next-Generation of Virtual Personal Assistants (Microsoft Cortana, Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa and Google Home) [3], 

This paper conclude that, Introduces the structure of Next-Generation of Virtual Personal Assistants that's a brand new 
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VPAs system designed to converse with somebody's, with a coherent structure. The VPAs system used the speech, video 

and other modes for communicating for bot the input as well as output channel. Also, the VPAs system are accustomed 

increase the interaction between users and also the computers by using some technologies like image/video recognition, 

speech recognition, and also the content.  

Sentimental Analysis [4], This paper concludes by, we've got proposed a system that's used analyser the sentiment of the 

movie reviews using NLTK library and its functions present in python. The corpus will be taken from any trustable 

sources which may be static like we've used or dynamic like tweeter tweet analysis.  

Crime area Detection and Crime area Record [5], during this paper we've overcome the matter of communication gap 

between the police during their investigation .The purpose of this paper is to develop the android application which is 

used for crime area detection and also for storing criminal records. It presents an application for the user that would offer 

an alternate direction for the users passing via crime area. 

 A Real-Time Crime Records Management System For National Security Agencies [6], This paper concluded that, the 

necessity for a computerized platform for a criminal offense record management cannot overemphasized. The use of 

automated crime record management systems (CRMS) international to carry report of crime and criminals involved. 

Crime being an act against the law of a society may be a threat to the well-being of the population and then, requires 

efficient and effective tracking. 

 Grid Based Authentication for Online Crime Reporting system [7], This paper conclude that, Online crime reporting 

System is also accustomed engage public and police works to be more quick, pre-emptive and reactive to flight crime and 

criminals. This paper proposed 2 systems OCRS and Grid that's supported Authentication System to shield authentications 

from attacks like shoulder surfing and key loggers.  

A Voice-Controlled Personal Assistant Robot [8], This paper concludes that, Voice commands given at the user end, are 

been converted to text form using an on-line server in using real time speech signal processing. Speech commands are 

converted to text commands so transmitted to robotic assistant like Bluetooth network of an Android based phone.  

Crime Analysis and Prediction Using processing [9], this paper we have tested the accuracy of classification and 

prediction supported different test sets. Classification is completed supported by the Bayes theorem which showed over 

90 percent accuracy. Using this algorithm we have trained news articles and build a version. For testing we are inputting 

some of the test data into the model which shows better outcomes. This Proposed system takes factors or attributes of an 

area and apriority algorithm offers the frequent patterns of that area. The pattern is used for building a version for decision 

tree. 

 

III.MOTIVATION 

 

Motivated by the principle of compositionality, large multilayer neural network models are employed for this task in a 

trial to effectively utilize the law classifications. The semi-supervised CNN framework for text categorization that learns 

embedding’s of text regions with unlabelled data then labelled data. The semi-supervised framework learns a vicinity 

embedding from unlabelled data and uses it to provide additional input (additional to one-hot vectors) to supervised CNN, 

where a neighbourhood embedding is trained with labelled data. 

 

IV.EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In the existing crime management system maximum of the operations are executed manually like taking action con to the 

crimes, sending complaints, viewing status reports etc. If absolutely everyone desires to complain against the crime she 

must visit to the station. If we do the system physically, such a big number of minor errors will occur. The detection with 

the preceding entries are made, and also the data cross verification is another important function . This process might take 

beyond regular time. 

 

V.DISADVANTAGES 

 

The current system is time-consuming and not very user-friendly. The officer addressing a specific case can't take decision 

by way of himself even when he's having the first-hand knowledge/facts approximately the case, and he can anticipate 

obstructions from higher government/officers. Even an efficient officer cannot/might be unable to deal with over one case 

at a time. In most of the cases, the innocent are accused within the previous system. The existing system could offer the 

simplest investigation and there’s no Advocating, Counselling facilities and plenty of others. 

 

VI.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

We design a law text classification with the characteristics of reaching a particular accuracy level. Thus, proposes a fresh 

semi-supervised CNN framework for text categorization that learns embeddings to text regions with unlabelled data then 
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labelled data. The embedding is also a function that obtains low-dimensional feature that owns the predictive structure. 

Moreover, to spice up the classification accuracy, we submitted the model supported CNNs. It makes use of CNNs to 

capture feature of the text region, and it applies feature vectors to text classification, convolution layer converts input text 

to feature vectors, employs the language model of N-Grams. We've made experiments with nation data sets law case 

descriptions. Empirical results validate the semi-supervised CNNs design and demonstrate its benefits, which could 

directly learn embeddings to text regions with unlabelled data so put it into supervised CNNs. The semi-supervised 

framework combines the next two steps. Embedding learning: Train a neural network u to predict the context from every 

region of size p so u's convolution layer generates feature vectors for every textual region of size p for utilize within the 

classifier within the highest layer. It's this convolution layer, which embodies the embedding that we switch to the 

supervised learning method within the subsequent step. Final supervised learning: Integrate the learned embedding into 

β, that the embedded regions are used as an additional input to β is convolution layer. Train this final model with labelled 

data. 

 
                                                                Fig.1. System Architecture 

 

VII.  ADVANTAGES 

 

The semi-supervised CNN with embeddings for text categorization improves performance compared with the traditional 

neural networks. Semi-supervised CNN framework for multilabel text classification, which effectively learns the semantic 

information of test data. It helps to analysed the complaint and apply appropriate law to making the strong charge-sheet 

and taking quick action by police. It offers a common platform between police and public to share crime related 

information. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper proposed a brand new semi-supervised CNN framework for text categorization that learns embeddings to text 

regions with unlabelled data and so labelled data. We generate region vectors of the convolution layer, that is, conversion 

of bag-of-n-gram vectors to region vectors is completed by a convolution layer. The semi-supervised CNN (SSC) 

framework improves performance of law text classification which provides output as IPC codes with law acts. This project 

offers a standard platform between police and public to share crime associated statistics. This project is useful for analysed 

the complaint and apply appropriate law to creating the strong charge-sheet and taking quick action by police. Future 

work is to implement the recursive convolutional neural network for sentiment analysis on text classification. 
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